This paper reports our submissions to the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task in * SEM Shared Task 2013. We submitted three Support Vector Regression (SVR) systems in core task, using 6 types of similarity measures, i.e., string similarity, number similarity, knowledge-based similarity, corpus-based similarity, syntactic dependency similarity and machine translation similarity. Our third system with different training data and different feature sets for each test data set performs the best and ranks 35 out of 90 runs. We also submitted two systems in typed task using string based measure and Named Entity based measure. Our best system ranks 5 out of 15 runs.
Introduction
The task of semantic textual similarity (STS) is to measure the degree of semantic equivalence between two sentences, which plays an increasingly important role in natural language processing (NLP) applications. For example, in text categorization (Yang and Wen, 2007) , two documents which are more similar are more likely to be grouped in the same class. In information retrieval (Sahami and Heilman, 2006 ), text similarity improves the effectiveness of a semantic search engine by providing information which holds high similarity with the input query. In machine translation (Kauchak and Barzilay, 2006) , sentence similarity can be applied for automatic evaluation of the output translation and the reference translations. In question answering (Mohler and Mihalcea, 2009) , once the question and the candidate answers are treated as two texts, the answer text which has a higher relevance with the question text may have higher probability to be the right one.
The STS task in * SEM Shared Task 2013 consists of two subtasks, i.e., core task and typed task, and we participate in both of them. The core task aims to measure the semantic similarity of two sentences, resulting in a similarity score which ranges from 5 (semantic equivalence) to 0 (no relation). The typed task is a pilot task on typed-similarity between semistructured records. The types of similarity to be measured include location, author, people involved, time, events or actions, subject and description as well as the general similarity of two texts (Agirre et al., 2013) .
In this work we present a Support Vector Regression (SVR) system to measure sentence semantic similarity by integrating multiple measurements, i.e., string similarity, knowledge based similarity, corpus based similarity, number similarity and machine translation metrics. Most of these similarities are borrowed from previous work, e.g., (Bär et al., 2012) , (Šaric et al., 2012) and (de Souza et al., 2012) . We also propose a novel syntactic dependency similarity. Our best system ranks 35 out of 90 runs in core task and ranks 5 out of 15 runs in typed task.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the similarity measurements used in this work in detail. Section 3 presents experiments and the results of two tasks. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 4. 124
To compute semantic textual similarity, previous work has adopted multiple semantic similarity measurements. In this work, we adopt 6 types of measures, i.e., string similarity, number similarity, knowledge-based similarity, corpus-based similarity, syntactic dependency similarity and machine translation similarity. Most of them are borrowed from previous work due to their superior performance reported. Besides, we also propose two syntactic dependency similarity measures. Totally we get 33 similarity measures. Generally, these similarity measures are represented as numerical values and combined using regression model.
Preprocessing
Generally, we perform text preprocessing before we compute each text similarity measurement. Firstly, Stanford parser 1 is used for sentence tokenization and parsing. Specifically, the tokens n't and 'm are replaced with not and am. Secondly, Stanford POS Tagger 2 is used for POS tagging. Thirdly, Natural Language Toolkit 3 is used for WordNet based Lemmatization, which lemmatizes the word to its nearest base form that appears in WordNet, for example, was is lemmatized as is, not be.
Given two short texts or sentences s 1 and s 2 , we denote the word set of s 1 and s 2 as S 1 and S 2 , the length (i.e., number of words) of s 1 and s 2 as |S 1 | and |S 2 |.
String Similarity
Intuitively, if two sentences share more strings, they are considered to have higher semantic similarity. Therefore, we create 12 string based features in consideration of the common sequence shared by two texts. Longest Common sequence (LCS). The widely used LCS is proposed by (Allison and Dix, 1986) , which is to find the maximum length of a common subsequence of two strings and here the subsequence need to be contiguous. In consideration of the different length of two texts, we compute LCS similarity using Formula (1) as follows:
In order to eliminate the impacts of various forms of word, we also compute a Lemma LCS similarity score after sentences being lemmatized. word n-grams. Following (Lyon et al., 2001) , we calculate the word n-grams similarity using the Jaccard coefficient as shown in Formula (2), where p is the number of n-grams shared by s 1 and s 2 , q and r are the number of n-grams not shared by s 1 and s 2 , respectively.
Since we focus on short texts, here only n=1,2,3,4 is used in this work. Similar with LCS, we also compute a Lemma n-grams similarity score. Weighted Word Overlap (WWO). (Šaric et al., 2012) pointed out that when measuring sentence similarity, different words may convey different content information. Therefore, we consider to assign more importance to those words bearing more content information. To measure the importance of each word, we use Formula (3) to calculate the information content for each word w:
where C is the set of words in the corpus and f req(w) is the frequency of the word w in the corpus. To compute ic(w), we use the Web 1T 5-gram Corpus 4 , which is generated from approximately one trillion word tokens of text from Web pages. Obviously, the WWO scores between two sentences is non-symmetric. The WWO of s 2 by s 1 is given by Formula (4):
Likewise, we can get Sim wwo (s 2 , s 1 ) score. Then the final WWO score is the harmonic mean of Sim wwo (s 1 , s 2 ) and Sim wwo (s 2 , s 1 ). Similarly, we get a Lemma WWO score as well.
Knowledge Based Similarity
Knowledge based similarity approaches rely on a semantic network of words.
In this work all knowledge-based word similarity measures are computed based on WordNet. For word similarity, we employ four WordNet-based similarity metrics: the Path similarity (Banea et al., 2012) ; the WUP similarity (Wu and Palmer, 1994) ; the LCH similarity (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998) ; the Lin similarity (Lin, 1998) . We adopt the NLTK library (Bird, 2006) to compute all these word similarities.
In order to determine the similarity of sentences, we employ two strategies to convert the word similarity into sentence similarity, i.e., (1) the best alignment strategy (align) (Banea et al., 2012) and (2) the aggregation strategy (agg) (Mihalcea et al., 2006) .
The best alignment strategy is computed as below:
where ω is the number of shared terms between s 1 and s 2 , list φ contains the similarities of non-shared words in shorter text, φ i is the highest similarity score of the ith word among all words of the longer text. The aggregation strategy is calculated as below:
where maxSim(w, S 2 ) is the highest WordNetbased score between word w and all words of sentence S 2 . To compute ic(w), we use the same corpus as WWO, i.e., the Web 1T 5-gram Corpus. The final score of the aggregation strategy is the mean of Sim agg (s 1 , s 2 ) and Sim agg (s 2 , s 1 ). Finally we get 8 knowledge based features.
Corpus Based Similarity
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer et al., 1997) . In LSA, term-context associations are captured by means of a dimensionality reduction operation performing singular value decomposition (SVD) on the term-by-context matrix T , where T is induced from a large corpus. We use the TASA corpus 5 to obtain the matrix and compute the word 5 http://lsa.colorado.edu/ similarity using cosine similarity of the two vectors of the words. After that we transform word similarity to sentence similarity based on Formula (5). Co-occurrence Retrieval Model (CRM) (Weeds, 2003) . CRM is based on a notion of substitutability. That is, the more appropriate it is to substitute word w 1 in place of word w 2 in a suitable natural language task, the more semantically similar they are. The degree of substitutability of w 2 with w 1 is dependent on the proportion of co-occurrences of w 1 that are also the co-occurrences of w 2 , and the proportion of co-occurrences of w 2 that are also the co-occurrences of w 1 . Following (Weeds, 2003) , the CRM word similarity is computed using Formula (7):
where c(w) is the set of words that co-occur with w. We use the 5-gram part of the Web 1T 5-gram Corpus to obtain c(w). If two words appear in one 5-gram, we will treat one word as the co-occurring word of each other. To obtain c(w), we propose two methods. In the first CRM similarity, we only consider the word w with |c(w)| > 200, and then take the top 200 co-occurring words ranked by the cooccurrence frequency as its c(w). To relax restrictions, we also present an extended CRM (denoted by ExCRM), which extends the CRM list that all w with |c(w)| > 50 are taken into consideration, but the maximum of |c(w)| is still set to 200. Finally, these two CRM word similarity measures are transformed to sentence similarity using Formula (5).
Syntactic Dependency Similarity
As (Šaric et al., 2012) pointed out that dependency relations of sentences often contain semantic information, in this work we propose two novel syntactic dependency similarity features to capture their possible semantic similarity. Simple Dependency Overlap. First we measure the simple dependency overlap between two sentences based on matching dependency relations. Stanford Parser provides 53 dependency relations, for example:
where nsubj (nominal subject) and dobj (direct object) are two dependency types, remain is the governing lemma and leader is the dependent lemma. Two syntactic dependencies are considered equal when they have the same dependency type, governing lemma, and dependent lemma. Let R 1 and R 2 be the set of all dependency relations in s 1 and s 2 , we compute Simple Dependency Overlap using Formula (8):
Overlap. Several types of dependency relations are believed to contain the primary content of a sentence. So we extract three roles from those special dependency relations, i.e., predicate, subject and object. For example, from above dependency relation dobj, we can extract the object of the sentence, i.e., home. For each of these three roles, we get a similarity score. For example, to calculate Sim predicate , we denote the sets of predicates of two sentences as S p1 and S p2 . We first use LCH to compute word similarity and then compute sentence similarity using Formula (5). Similarly, the Sim subj and Sim obj are obtained in the same way. In the end we average the similarity scores of the three roles as the final Special Dependency Overlap score.
Number Similarity
Numbers in the sentence occasionally carry similarity information. If two sentences contain different sets of numbers even though their sentence structure is quite similar, they may be given a low similarity score. Here we adopt two features following (Šaric et al., 2012) , which are computed as follow:
where N 1 and N 2 are the sets of all numbers in s 1 and s 2 . We extract the number information from sentences by checking if the POS tag is CD (cardinal number).
Machine Translation Similarity
Machine translation (MT) evaluation metrics are designed to assess whether the output of a MT system is semantically equivalent to a set of reference translations. The two given sentences can be viewed as one input and one output of a MT system, then the MT measures can be used to measure their semantic similarity. We use the following 6 lexical level metrics (de Souza et al., 2012) : WER, TER, PER, NIST, ROUGE-L, GTM-1. All these measures are obtained using the Asiya Open Toolkit for Automatic Machine Translation (Meta-) Evaluation 6 .
Experiment and Results

Regression Model
We adopt LIBSVM 7 to build Support Vector Regression (SVR) model for regression. To obtain the optimal SVR parameters C, g, and p, we employ grid search with 10-fold cross validation on training data. Specifically, if the score returned by the regression model is bigger than 5 or less than 0, we normalize it as 5 or 0, respectively.
Core Task
The organizers provided four different test sets to evaluate the performance of the submitted systems. We have submitted three systems for core task, i.e., Run 1, Run 2 and Run 3. Run 1 is trained on all training data sets with all features except the number based features, because most of the test data do not contain number. Run 2 uses the same feature sets as Run 1 but different training data sets for different test data as listed in Table 1 , where different training data sets are combined together as they have similar structures with the test data. Run 3 uses different feature sets as well as different training data sets for each test data. Table 2 shows the best feature sets used for each test data set, where "+" means the feature is selected and "-" means not selected. We did not use the whole feature set because in our preliminary experiments, some features performed not well on some training data sets, and they even reduced the performance of our system. To select features, we trained two SVR models for each feature, one with all features and another with all features except this feature. If the first model outperforms the second model, this feature is chosen. Besides, results on the four test data sets are quite different. Headline always gets the best result on each run and OnWN follows second. And results of FNWN and SMT are much lower than Headline and OnWN. One reason of the poor performance of FNWN may be the big length difference of sentence pairs. That is, sentence from WordNet is short while sentence from FrameNet is quite longer, and some samples even have more than one sentence (e.g. "doing as one pleases or chooses" VS "there exist a number of different possible events that may happen in the future in most cases, there is an agent involved who has to consider which of the possible events will or should occur a salient entity which is deeply involved in the event may also be mentioned"). As a result, even though the two sentences are similar in meaning, most of our measures would give low scores due to quite different sentence length.
In order to understand the contributions of each similarity measurement, we trained 6 SVR regression models based on 6 types on MSRpar data set. Table 4 presents the Pearson's correlation scores of the 6 types of measurements on MSRpar. We can see that the corpus-based measure achieves the best, then the knowledge-based measure and the MT measure follow. Number similarity performs surprisingly well, which benefits from the property of data set that MSRpar contains many numbers in sentences and the sentence similarity depends a lot on those numbers as well. The string similarity is not as good as the knowledge-based, the corpus-based and the MT similarity because of its disability of extracting semantic characteristics of sentence. Surprisingly, the Syntactic dependency similarity performs the worst. Since we only extract two features based on sentence dependency, they may not enough to capture the key semantic similarity information from the sentences.
Typed Task
For typed task, we also adopt a SVR model for each type. Since several previous similarity measures used for core task are not suitable for evaluation of the similarity of people involved, time pe- | NER pairs. N um(equalpairs) is the number of equal pairs. Here we expand the condition of equivalence: two NERs are considered equal if one is part of another (e.g. "John Warson" VS "Warson"). Features and content we used for each similarity are presented in Table 5 . For the three similarities: people involved, time period, location, we compute the two NER based features for each similarity with NER type of "PERSON", "LOCATION" and "DATE". And for event or action involved, we add the above 6 NER feature scores as its feature set. The NER based similarity used in description is the same as event or action involved but only based on "dcDescription" part of text. Besides, we add a length feature in description, which is the ratio of shorter length and longer length of descriptions. We have submitted two runs. Run 1 uses only string based and NER based features. Besides features used in Run 1, Run 2 also adds knowledge based features. Table 6 shows the performance of our two runs as well as the baseline and the best results on STS typed task in * SEM Shared Task 2013. Our Run 1 ranks 5 and Run 2 ranks 7 out of 15 runs. Run 2 performed worse than Run 1 and the possible reason may be the knowledge based method is not suitable for this kind of data. Furthermore, since we only use NER based features which involves three entities for these similarities, they are not enough to capture the relevant information for other types.
Conclusion
In this paper we described our submissions to the Semantic Textual Similarity Task in * SEM Shared Task 2013. For core task, we collect 6 types of similarity measures, i.e., string similarity, number similarity, knowledge-based similarity, corpus-based similarity, syntactic dependency similarity and machine translation similarity. And our Run 3 with different training data and different feature sets for each test data set ranks 35 out of 90 runs. For typed task, we adopt string based measure, NER based measure and knowledge based measure, our best system ranks 5 out of 15 runs. Clearly, these similarity measures are not quite enough. For the core task, in our future work we will consider the measures to evaluate the sentence difference as well. For the typed task, with the help of more advanced IE tools to extract more information regarding different types, we need to propose more methods to evaluate the similarity. 
